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Carangelo, Lori, author
RELIC 362.734 Car  also in circ

Evidence explained : citing history sources from artifacts to cyberspace.
Mills, Elizabeth Shown
RELIC 907.2 Mil  also in circ

Polk city directory Manassas / Prince William County, Virginia. 2015.
RELIC 917.5527 Hil  3 vols.

This republic of suffering : death and the American Civil War.
Faust, Drew Gilpin
RELIC 973.71 Fau  also in circ

Daydreams & nightmares : a Virginia family faces secession and war.
Tarter, Brent
RELIC 975.503 Tar  also in circ

Richmond County, Virginia : marriage references and family relationships 1692-1800.
Wright, F. Edward
RELIC 975.523 Wri

York County, Virginia : marriage references and family relationships 1636-1800.
Wright, F. Edward
RELIC 975.5423 Wri

Marriage references and family relationships of Charles City, Prince George, and Dinwiddie counties, Virginia, 1634-1800.
Wright, F. Edward
RELIC 975.544 Wri

Henrico County, Virginia, marriage references and family relationships 1654-1800.
Wright, F. Edward
RELIC 975.5453 Wri

#